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The price of statehood
BY RAFAEL HERNÁNDEZ COLÓN

I

n the midst of the most serious economic recessions
Puerto Rico has suffered
since World War II, the statehood leadership is banging on
the doors of Congress seeking recognition of a plebiscite
that they imposed upon our
voters in the last election allegedly favoring statehood. U.S. House Natural
Resources Committee Chairman “Doc” Hastings
has done well in requesting a Government Accountability Office (GAO) report on the effects
statehood would have on federal programs and
revenue sources. Let us not forget, as the committee reports on statehood for Hawaii and Alaska
convey, that the capability to bear the taxes of the
federal government is a requirement Congress
imposes for the admission of a new state. The
numbers in the report unequivocally demonstrate
beyond any doubt that Puerto Rico can’t meet this
requirement.
The GAO report estimates that under statehood,
federal transfers to Puerto Rico would increase
$1.5 billion to $5.2 billion. The bulk of these
would come in increased funding for Medicare,
Medicaid, food stamps and by qualifying for Supplemental Social Security Income for the poor, the
blind and the disabled. On the other hand, Puerto
Rico would have to pay $5.7 billion in corporate
and individual taxes to the federal Treasury. The
New Progressive Party has said the state government would lower its tax rates to prevent a
higher tax burden. This would result in a sharp
reduction of state revenue, which the GAO report
acknowledges. If we were to add the $1.7 billion
in revenue paid by controlled foreign corporations
(CFC) that would relocate to other countries, this
adds up to $7.4 billion. Our current budget is $8.5
billion. If we lose $7.4 billion of our tax base to
the federal government and foreign countries, it
will be impossible to run our government. Quite
clearly, we can’t meet the burdens of statehood
and there is no way that Congress can take statehood seriously because our economy isn’t generating enough revenue.
The simple arithmetic of a net loss of $7.4 billion of our tax base, against the inflow of $5.2
billion for social programs, doesn’t provide us
with the real price of statehood. This is so even if
we add the $3 billion that Resident Commissioner
Pedro Pierluisi has suggested to provide a net
inflow for Puerto Rico on account of statehood.
The real price of statehood must be measured
in terms of the society that would be created in
Puerto Rico by an outflow of three quarters of our
tax base and the inescapable need to provide the
services currently provided by our government.

We would have to either cut a substantial amount
of services or tax at much higher levels than the
highest taxing state, imposing a burden that our
heavily burdened tax base can’t bear, while it
bears the federal burden.
The stark reality that these numbers bear out
is that our economy can’t sustain the burdens of
statehood, and that if we were admitted as a state,
we would become a welfare ghetto. This would
be the price we would have to pay for statehood.
How can businesses and individuals meet current
taxes and also bear federal taxes? The statehood
leaders’ answer is that we must reduce our government and implement tax reform. This is pure
rhetoric, empty of facts to sustain it. The magnitude of the impairment of our tax base—three
quarters—belies it. Furthermore, we are already
engaged in a major cost-cutting effort to balance
our $8.5 billion budget. How can we go on to
cut several billion more? What will happen to
education, police protection, infrastructure and
economic development? What will happen to economic growth? Let us not forget that the additional federal funds that will come in will be for social
programs, not for economic development.
Beyond the fiscal disaster and the critical reduction of essential services, plus the addition of new
taxes, the price of statehood would include the
suppression of economic growth, which should
be the number one priority in Puerto Rico. If just
raising taxes impairs growth, how can we expect our economy to grow if the entire tax load
to sustain our part in the federal government is
laid upon our taxpayers?
A short phasing-in period for federal taxes
wouldn’t solve this problem. First, the economy doesn’t have the capacity to grow in such a
short period and under incremental tax burdens.
Second, the constitutional permissibility of such
a transition is highly questionable and the U.S.
Senate Finance Committee has rejected it for that
reason in the past. The 101st Congress Second
Session, Senate, Report 101-481 came to the following conclusions:
The U.S. Constitution grants to the Congress
the power to lay and collect “Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises,… but all Duties, Imposts and
Excises shall be uniform throughout the United
States.” As indicated by the absence of the word
“taxes” from the clause setting forth the rule of
uniformity (the “uniformity clause”), the rule applies only to the subset of taxes encompassed by
the terms “duties, imposts and excises.”
The Committee is not aware of any authority
under the uniformity clause that directly considers whether a temporary nonuniformity would
violate the clause. However, in Coyle v. Smith,
the Supreme Court did invalidate a transition
provision in the 1906 enabling act under which
Oklahoma was admitted as a State…. The Court

invalidated the statutory limitation on removal
of the state capital from Guthrie despite its temporary nature.
Based on this reasoning, the Finance Committee
amended the pro-statehood provision in the plebiscite bill so that the transition for taxes would occur before, not after statehood. Such a decision
now would mean incorporated territorial status
for Puerto Rico instead of statehood.
A political move such as statehood would be
just the opposite of what we need to face our serious economic problems and dire social conditions, including crime. The strategic move toward
a higher quality life for all Puerto Ricans is economic growth and good government to provide
services. We need jobs, jobs, jobs. When we create the jobs we need for the 15% unemployed
and for those of the 60% who are out of the labor
force, we will have set the platform for a just and
healthy society.
This won’t happen under statehood. Yes, we
will get more funds for Medicare, Medicaid, food
stamps, Complementary Social Security for the
poor, blind and disabled. But this money won’t
not go into economic development, and on the
other hand, federal taxes will be unbearable for
our economy, individuals and businesses.
We are already paying a price for the statehood
policies imposed by statehood governments. The
federal minimum wage and the repeal of Section
936 have cost thousands of jobs and the GAO
report tells us that with statehood, we will “likely” lose tens of thousands more. The recession
sustained by the lack of Section 936 has already
prompted the migration of thousands of middleclass Puerto Ricans to the continental U.S. Statehood would increase this migration. This continued erosion of our middle class, which nurtures
enterprises, politics, society and government will
upset the delicate balances that sustain the Puerto
Rican economy. The society left on our island
would be of a few rich, some professionals, a good
number of pensioners and a huge mass of former
businessmen, farmers and workers incorporated to
the already long line of people living on federal
assistance. Yes, we could survive under these federal programs, but it would be a different Puerto
Rico than the one we want and deserve. A much
different one from the one that we want to leave to
our children and grandchildren. This is the price of
statehood when we reflect on the GAO report. 䡲
Rafael Hernández Colón is a three-term (12-year)
former governor of Puerto Rico (1973-76 and 1985-92).
He served as Justice secretary (1965-67) and Senate
president (1969-72). He was president of the Popular
Democratic Party for 19 years. Comments on this article
are welcome at caribbeanbusiness.pr. Go to the “Sign
in” link on the homepage to participate. Emails also
may be sent to column@caribbeanbusiness.pr.

MassMutual offers more than
IRAs this tax season
BY MARIO BELAVAL DÍAZ

W

hether for tax purposes, financial planning, or both,
MassMutual, a Puerto Rico financial
services powerhouse, has an added
mission when it comes to products
such as individual retirement accounts, or IRAs.
“We want people to be aware that
whatever reason they have to open
an IRA, it is all about maximizing
the options,” said José R. Rovira,
investments/annuities specialist at
MassMutual Financial Group. “It is
exactly what our top-notch professionals do, provide these excellent
IRA products, and adjust them to
our clients’ plans. If clients come in
asking for an IRA for tax purposes,
for example, we guide them about
how they can make the most of that
investment as a savings resource.”
One interesting aspect about the
MassMutual team’s guidance approach involves clients’ expectations; in other words, the amount
they put away in the account matches
their goals for retirement.
“That’s what sets MassMutual
apart in the industry, because we really work hand in hand with clients,
considering that they are looking at
these accounts as a resource to live at
a certain level when they retire,” Rovira said. “We see it as an essential
part of our work and responsibility
because behind the money the client
is putting into the account, there is a
dream of living a quality of life that
matches all the hard work that came
before.”
Rovira explained that MassMutual’s experience and wide range of
financial services complement each
other in ways that while clients may
be looking for a specific service, they
receive much more.
“That is one aspect we really enjoy
while working at MassMutual,” Rovira said. “We provide services that
consider the different aspects and
needs of clients’ lives for the short,
medium and long terms.”
Thanks to MassMutual’s hiring

José R. Rovira, investments/annuities
specialist at MassMutual Financial
Group

success, the result of a recruitment
standardization program forged in
2010 and implemented in 2011, the
company boosted recruitment by
26% in 2013, and is ahead of schedule on reaching its goal of increasing hiring by 35% in 2014 compared
with last year. However, this increase
goes well beyond numbers, and into
the quality of the firm’s financialservices representatives.
In fact, MassMutual only recruits
individuals who have the potential of
joining the exclusive group known as
the “million-dollar roundtable,” the
top 10% of career agents who consistently generate more than $100,000
in new commissions in a year.
The San Juan-based company
has 77 financial-services representatives, and that number continues
to increase at a fast pace. In addition to retirement-planning services, MassMutual Puerto Rico offers
life-insurance services, disabilityincome coverage, investments and
long-term-care insurance.
“This successful strategy is aimed
at securing the best talent, at par
with our goals and the service we
believe our clients deserve,” Rovira
said. “This is part of the commitment
that has guided us in Puerto Rico for
the past 25 years and stems back to
many of the traditions established by
MassMutual when it was founded in
1851.” 䡲

